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Abstract 
Aiming at the galloping of power transmission line ice shedding, using the methods of polynomial fitting and BP 
neural network simulating to approach the tensile curves was presented. Due to the tensile test data of power 
transmission line are discrete numerical values which not only can be fitted by combination polynomials, but also the 
nonlinear mapped characteristics of BP neural network can be used to simulate the tensile test data. The results 
indicated that this method not only accurately simulated the dynamic tensility, but also effectively solve the 
disruption problems of galloping, furthermore, compare polynomial fitting with neural network simulating that the 
fitting error reduce five times more, the method of BP neural network simulating can improve both the approach  
precision and the simulating  efficiency.  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1.Introduction 
The ice cover of power transmission line will seriously impact on safe of power grid; on the one hand, 
the ice cover will increase the load so that to cause sag of power cable, on the other hand, the ice shedding 
galloping of power transmission line will bring about severe disruptions in the electrical power supply, 
even would cause the collapse of tower. The transmission line must be met the mechanical propertied need 
so as to safeguard the security of power grid. 
Transmission lines galloping have been researched since the 1930s, which has not been resolved 
satisfactorily though it be analyzed and tested widely. One reason for this is that simulating the galloping 
often bring about design error that cannot meet the using need. The transmission line be damaged was 
caused mainly by huge conductor tension variety arising from galloping[1]. The values of conductor tension 
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were obtained through theoretical and testing analysis of conductor dynamic tension under galloping. 
Based on the actual parameters of paper, the tensile forces and shape of the conductors in different ice-
shedding conditions are gave, then using the methods of polynomials and neural network to simulate the 
galloping curves in this paper. The simulating data shows that neural network simulate galloping much 
more precise than the fitting of sectioned polynomials. 
2.Experimentation with Real Situation 
According to the paper[2], the transmission line shelves are equal in height, the two shelves are two 
hundred thirty five meters apart. The transmission line type is ACSR 300/25; the ice cover is fifteen 
millimeter, the density of ice is 900kg/m3. For the sake of test the tensile force of transmission line which 
was placed the force sensor in the middle point; use ten sandbags as a substitute for ice weight hang in the 
transmission line equidistantly, each sandbag hefting 38.63kg. To start with test static tensile force of 
transmission line under ice-free condition; next test static tensile force of transmission line under icing 
condition; finally, test dynamic tensile force of transmission line under ice-shedding condition. 
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Figure 1. The tensile strength curve of tansmission line. 
TABLE I. THE TENSILE STRENGTH OF TANSMISSION LINE (KN)
Ice-free Ice cover 40mm Ice cover 80mm 
Horizontal tensility Upright tensilityAclinic tensilityUpright tensilityAclinic tensilityUpright tensile 
37 1.7  43.8 3.3 46.5 7.8 
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Figure 2. The distortion curve of trasmission line. 
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TABLE II. THE DISTORTION OF TANSMISSION LINE 
Ice-free Ice cover 40mm Ice cover 80mm 
Hang measure Hang measure Hang measure 
1.7m 2.1m 4.5m 
TABLE III. THE EXPERIMENTAL VALUE OF TRANSMISSION LINE TENSILITY
Icing Status  Transmission line Status Tensility(kN) 
Ice-free Static balancing 25.32 
Ice cover 15mm Static balancing 40.5 
Ice-shedding 
Dynamic minimum 35.49 
Dynamic maximum 16.06 
3.Fitting of Polynomials the Tensile Force of Ice Shedding 
According to the  test data of ice-shedding tensile force to ascertain the polynomial equation when 
adopt the polynomial to fit the tensile force curves, using data modeling method not only reduce the 
testing error but also can formulize the tensile force curves[3]. However, the polynomial is very sensitive 
to fitting data, the fitting error often out of the error allowance, it should be used the method of 
descending fitting, this method fitting data with more polynomials to make composite curve. The 
subsection fitting can avoid the bug that due to part test errors influence whole data.  
In the first place, according to the test data’s distribution rule to confirm polynomial, It is customary to 
choose the low power polynomial because it can avoid to solve ill-conditioned equation[4], but the fitting 
precision be improved according as the increase of power polynomial; so setting the fitting polynomial is: 
n
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Thus the fitting equation as follows (1):  
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In formula (1), ),( ii ft  are data of tensile force, m is the number of fitting points; fitting error is: 
iii ft  )(MG ,
mi ,,2,1 " .
If the fitting error can't meet the demand, Using the methods of subsection fitting and increase the 
power of polynomial to achieve decreasing error's purpose[5].
According to the test data  to choose the fitting polynomial is 44
3
3
2
210)( tatatataat  M , in 
conformity to formula (1) using polynomial to approach the tensile force curve of ice-shedding, the fitting 
error too bigger to approach tensile force curves with only a polynomial. So as to reduce the fitting error 
can use the method of subsection fitting, the descending fitting points can meet the demand of each 
subsection fitting error less than profile error[6], once subsection finish when fitting error less than 
allowable error, the rest may be deduced by analogy, so the fitting result as follows fitting polynomial (1). 
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The error range of fitting test data by subsection fitting is -0.03mm~0.03mm; the fitting curve be 
divided according to the allowance error that each fitting part can meet the demand. The more combined 
the more better fitting precision. 
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TABLE IV. COMPARE EXPERIMENTAL VALUE WITH POLYNOMIAL FITTING VALUE
Icing Status  Transmission line Status Test tensility(kN) Fitting tensility(kN) Fitting error 
Ice cover 15mm Static balancing 40.5 40.9 0.4 
Ice-shedding 
Dynamic minimum 35.49 35.76 0.27 
Dynamic maximum 16.06 15.47 0.59 
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Figure 3. Fitting the tensility of ice shedding by polynomials. 
4.Establish BP Neural Network Model to Simullate Tensility of Ice Shedding 
BP neural network can simulate the tensile variable expediently. Single hidden layer network is three 
layers network frame which can approach any discrete data; the network frame should be designed more 
hidden layer if single hidden layer network frame cannot simulate accurately even if it be added the 
amount of nerve cell, but need to reduce the total nerve cell. If the amount of hidden layer’s nerve cell are 
lack that neural network cannot acquire plenty information to solve complicated problem; If the amount of 
hidden layer’s nerve cell are excess that network train may be overtime, so the simulating result cannot 
embody the rule of original data[7].
The training sample number that is the test data, the more test data the more better simulating precision, 
it also may insure composite error under the circumstances of the optimal network train time. Adjust the 
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network crunode number can obtain smooth simulating curve. Establishment of hidden layer number 
must synthetically calculate the influence of approach error and composite error. Adjust the hidden layer 
crunode number and train times and target error can improve the simulating curve[8].
There is a problem of the best train times when the network hidden layer crunode number be made 
certain, it is wrong that the more train times the more better fitting, if the target error adopt too smaller it 
should make network more train times, if the target error adopt too bigger that the simulating precision 
cannot come true. The network should be trained and tested by turns; testing data must be random sample 
from all sample data, testing error usually gradually diminish with increase of the train times in network 
simulating; but if testing error increase when train times go beyond the limit that is network may be 
overtrained[9]; so the network only memorize specific character and cannot represent the general 
characteristic of test data. The network speedily approach the sample data and testing error soon gain the 
minimum, fitting error curve rapid rise show the network train samples lack and need add samples to renew 
train the network. 
On the one hand, test the tensile force data of ice shedding, test time is 10 seconds. On the other hand, 
to choose crunode number are n, therefore the hidden layer crunode are n2 , input the training sample and 
initialize the network, the network contain inherence relation of input vector and output vector[10]. Using 
the BP network nonlinear mapped characteristic can obtain relation between input and output in different 
condition; the flow chart as Figure4. 
Figure 4. The flow chart of simulating tensility of ice shedding with NN. 
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Figure 5. Simulating the tensility of ice shedding with BP NN. 
According to the Figure4 to program and erect neural network model, initialization and training the 
network; the network must be adjusted by neural cell numbers and training times and target error so that 
the fitting error and composite error are meet the demand[11]. Base on the coordinates of tensile force of 
ice-shedding to design the hidden layer crunodes number are 21, the most training times are 1200, target 
error is 0.001mm. The BP neural network simulate the curve of ice shedding tensile force is the Fig5. 
Using this model, the ice shedding and galloping analysis of the power transmission line was performed. 
The results match well with the experimental data. 
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Figure 6. Sum-Squared network error for 1141 epochs. 
The error curve of network approaching the tensile force of ice-shedding as the Figure6, the simulating 
variance is less than 000199996mm when the training times is 1141, neural network shall finish training 
when simulating error equal or less than the target error, otherwise the network will achieve the most 
training times. 
TABLE V. COMPARE EXPERIMENTAL VALUE WITH NEURAL NETWORK SIMULATING VALUE
Icing Status  Transmission line Status Test tensility(kN) Simulating tensility(kN) Simulating error 
Ice cover 15mm Static balancing 40.5 40.43 0.07 
Ice-shedding 
Dynamic minimum 35.49 35.59 0.05 
Dynamic maximum 16.06 16.18 0.11 
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    It shows high-precision tensile simulating through BP neural network, compare polynomial fitting 
with neural network simulating that the fitting error reduce five times more, thus it can be seen artificial 
neural network have a widely practical application in power transmission field[12].
5.Conclusion 
BP neural network method is applied to simulate the dynamic response of power transmission lines in 
the ice shedding galloping process. The use of nonlinear mapped characteristic of BP neural network to 
establish the neural network model simulating the tensile force of transmission line ice shedding and 
compare with polynomial fitting; the results indicated that the neural network simulating can high-
precision approach the tensile curve in the process of power transmission line ice shedding, and both 
tensile curve fitting precision and simulating efficiency are substantial increased. So it can be used for 
analyzing more complex loading cases and for the form-finding analysis of multi-span power transmission 
lines. Compare with the fitting of a polynomial, the simulating method of BP neural network is better for 
solve of the simulating tensility, it do not only deepen the understanding of galloping mechanism, but also 
provide a theoretical basis to prevent and safeguard the power transmission line. The methods are applied 
successfully to simulate tensility of galloping and their usefulness and advantages are demonstrated 
through illustrative examples. 
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